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Expander 750
The very best for grinding, honing, 

polishing and bush-Hammering of 

large marble, granite, terrazzo and 

concrete floors! Expander tackles 

large commercial floors like no 

other machines before! Its patented 

planetary system driven not by belts 

but by tempered-steel gears, sets 

expander in a league of its own 

over the competition. Thanks to this 

exclusive technology, it is the only machine of its kind with an adjustable pressure feature. Nothing is 

a challenge for expander! It has a powerful 15 or 20 HP motor and works comfortably even in smaller 

areas. Patented planetary system 750mm (30”). Electric actuator to adjust the working pressure and 

adjust the elevation of the machine’s head.

Levighetor Max SC 530
Speed Control & Adjustable Pressure

version has the 

advantages of the VARIABLE SPEED 

up to 1300 rpm and automatic 

regulations of working pressure. Ideal 

for grinding and polishing marble, 

terrazzo, granite and concrete, floor 

preparation, bush Hammering, 

old glues and resins removal, and 

Superconcrete effect.

Expander 650
 available with 

10 or 15 hp motor, owns all the 

characteristics of EXPANDER 750 

version but with a smaller job section 

(650 mm) and then it is able to work 

easily even in the tightest spaces.

 Ergonomic machine control 

  with 24 Volt push button.

 Sx or Dx rotation. 

 Electronically adjustable working pressure.

 Variable speed 300-1300 rpm.

 Third front wheel for easy portability.

 Possibility to work dry or wet system.

 Quick Attack System to change tools.

Electric device to adjust the working pressure Third Front Wheel

Electric device to adjust the working pressure Third Front Wheel

750 mm

15 HP

Adjustable 
Pressure up to 

340 kg

3-phase

650 mm

10/15 HP

Adjustable 
Pressure up to 

340 kg

3-phase

530 mm

7 HP

Adjustable 
Pressure up to 

145 kg

3-phase

from 300
to 1300 rpm

from 300
to 1300 rpm

from 300
to 1300 rpm
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 BT for effective grinding and remo-
ving resin, glue and varnish.

 PDC SCRAPER to remove thick 
rubbery material and coating on floor.

 PDC SUPER SKRAPER to re-
move thick rubbery material and coating on floor.

 BT00 ARROW thin resin/paint 
removal on hard concrete.

 TCD DA00 levelling, coating 
removal on concrete.

 DA for medium abrasive concrete.

 DT for medium hard concrete.  DD for hard concrete.  CA for abrasive concrete.  CF for asphalt and very abrasive 
concrete.

 CS for polished superconcrete 
process.

 SPRING HOLD SYSTEM
special device developed for grinding and 
polishing concrete floors. 

 JUMPER GREEN 
manufactured for longer life and a better finish 
for polished concrete.

 MS for grinding marble floors.

 MK YELLOW for polishing marble.  MTS for grinding travertine, terrazzo, 
limestone, agglomerate and abrasive marbles.

 ORANGE  for polishing terrazzo, 
limestone and abrasive marble floors.

 GS for grinding granite.

 GK RED for polishing granite.  PAVELUX for removing mastic and  
grinding any very abrasive marbles or granites.

 ANTIKE BRUSH the best way to 
produce an antique look on stone floors.

BUSH HAMMER: is an exclusive special
tool designed by Klindex for many applications.

SANDBLASTING: for Blasting Effect.

EASY KIT
Complete
Kit for
Grinding and 
Polishing.

THIRD WHEEL for LEVIGHETOR. SUPPLEMENTARY WEIGHTS 
for LEVIGHETOR.

ABSORBER PAD HOLDER for grinding 
on very uneven concrete floors.

PLATE ø240mm with 3 ATTACKS 
ø100mm-AS.


